Purl Stitch
Purl stitches are used to add variation to your projects. There are over
100 different knit and purl combinations to make all kinds of designs.
Once you have learned the basic e-wrap, mastering the purl stitch is a
great next step in loom knitting.
Purl Stitch Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEEuhHIqxg8
The purl stitches are created one stitch at a
time rather than working with multiple rows
on the loom.
1) Lay the yarn across the peg underneath the
wrapped row as shown in the picture.
2) Using your pick, go down through the top
loop and pick up a loop of yarn. Pull the
yarn through the top loop to create a new
loop in front of the peg as shown.

3) Lift the entire stitch off the peg and put it
behind the post.
4) Now take the
protruding loop that
you just created and place it over the peg and
pull gently to secure it to the post. You have
just completed a purl stitch. Repeat for as
many purl stitches as desired.

A New Twist to the Ordinary Hat
note: pattern abbreviations shown below

(K20) Knit 20 rows
Pull up first row to make folded brim.
(K5) Knit 5 rows
(P5) Purl 5 rows as described below.
(K5) Knit 5 or more rows
(P5) Purl 5 rows
(K5) Knit 5 rows, knit off, cinch & tie.

Simple & Fun Knit and Purl Combinations:
Ribbed Stitch (great for brims)
K1 P1 all the way around the loom
Basket Weave Stitch (need a loom with peg # multiples of 4 ie 40,44 48)
K4 P4 all the way around the loom 4 rows
P4 K4 all the way around the loom 4 rows

Ribbed Brim
Basket Weave Body

Free Pattern by Malissa Bise available here:
https://www.cindwoodlooms.com/product/epattern-unisex-basketweavebeanie/
Garter Stitch (Great for brims or edges on blankets to stop rolling)
Created when you do an entire row of knit followed by an entire row of
purl.
Row 1: K
Row 2: P
Row 3: K
Row 4: P
There is a great short cut to combine these
two rows into one time around the loom.
Garter stitch Brim
K and P Striped body
Video tutorial here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j13NNTG9zCE&list=PLwqkwnzxh
otiaBEvht3Y89ow880Mx12iY&index=22
Free City Slouch Pattern from Joanna Brandt:
https://www.cindwoodlooms.com/product/e-pattern-city-slouch-hat/
For more patterns and video tutorials, go to www.cindwoodlooms.com

